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Abstract

The (114) twin growth in the austenitic regime in NiTi (B2 lattice) is characterized precisely at the atomistic scale. This twinning mode
is consistent with experimental observations but has not been well understood despite its importance. Combined shears, shuffles and
interface shifts operate in a complex way to generate the (114) twin. Pure shear on the (114) plane results in a “pseudo-twin”, and inter-
change shuffles are necessary to convert this to a “reflective” twin and render a lower energy state. Additional atomic shifts at the twin–
matrix interfaces result in “sharp” boundaries, further lowering the energy barriers. We established the energy barrier to be 148 mJ m�2

during ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� twin boundary growth of four layers at a time. The entire potential energy surface and the mean energy path during
twinning can be derived from our simulations, providing the required insight into the atomistic processes involved.
� 2011 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Deformation twinning in NiTi B2 phase

Fundamental discoveries concerning the underlying
mechanisms responsible for the unusual behavior of novel
materials have opened up new opportunities in materials
science and engineering. The exceptional physical and
mechanical properties of NiTi are widely known [1]. Under
thermoelastic transformation, NiTi reverts from the
austenitic (B2) phase to the monoclinic (B190) phase.
Above the Af temperature, stress-induced martensite for-
mation occurs up to the Md temperature. Above Md, this
transformation can no longer be stress-induced. Plastic
deformation above Md is of considerable interest to shape
memory research. Plastic deformation can be manifested
via slip or twinning, depending on the crystal orientations.
Under ausforming, which refers to shaping in the austenitic
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regime, NiTi alloys are deformed at temperatures above
the Md temperature where they exhibit considerable plas-
ticity and ductility (exceeding 25%). This high ductility is
unusual because the B2 intermetallic alloys are expected
to exhibit limited ductility [2]. In the B2 phase of NiTi, slip
occurs in {011}h100i, which permits glide only in three
systems. Given that at least five independent active systems
are needed to accommodate arbitrary deformations, the
ductility in this simple cubic intermetallic compound is
attributed to the presence of additional twin systems. B2
NiTi undergoes mechanical twinning during processing
operations or during the B2 to B190 transformation [3].

Previous work on twinning in NiTi B2 phase has
attracted considerable attention. Sinclair and co-workers
at Stanford University have made important contributions,
and Refs. [4–7] provide extensive discussion of the (114)
twinning. Chumlyakov and colleagues [8,9] in Russia have
also reported observation of (114) twins, and Nishida and
colleagues [10,11] in Japan provided further evidence of
this. All these research groups have focused on experiments
and confirmation of the (11 4) twin system via transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) investigations. While the
rights reserved.
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experimental studies provide the end state (of twinned
domains), we provide here the insight into the energy bar-
riers necessary for a better comprehension of the evolution
of displacements and boundary shifts.

In the austenitic phase of NiTi, twinning is frequently
observed in the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system, generating mirror
symmetry along the boundary. These observations are
made with ex situ electron diffraction pattern matching;
however, it is a challenge to determine experimentally the
precise motion of atoms during twinning. Twins are devel-
oped over femtoseconds and growth of layers occurs on the
nanometer scale with complex paths precluding precise
in situ interrogation. Furthermore, ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� is not a
regular glide plane for B2 NiTi and no twinning partial is
observed experimentally in this system. In the absence of
an intrinsic fault as a precursor, the twinning partials are
not viewed under ex situ conditions. For example, in
face-centered cubic (fcc) alloys, the intrinsic faults are read-
ily observed because they are in a metastable position
(position “s” in the graph in Table 1). The absence of twin-
ning partials represents a basic difference in the twinning
process in B2 NiTi from that of a face-centered cubic
(fcc) or body-centered cubic (bcc) metal. In this paper,
we focus on the details of atomic arrangements of twin
growth in the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system in B2 NiTi, which has
been elusive, and provide a complete energetic description
of the process.

1.2. Classification of twin formation and growth

The deformation twin formation and growth mechanism
can be classified into two major cases as shown in Table 1.
We propose that such a classification facilitates the under-
standing of twinning. In case 1, for example, in cubic crys-
tal structures, twin formation and growth is mediated by a
step-by-step glide of the twinning partial. It is known that a
full dislocation splits into partials, since energetically the
split dislocations can overcome a lower barrier while break-
ing away as partial dislocations. As shown in Table 1 (case
1), in fcc metals, a full a=2½1 0 �1� dislocation splits into two
partial dislocations, the a=6½1 1 �2� leading and a=6½2 �1 �1�
trailing partial, which glide in the same (111) plane. In
the case of bcc metals, splitting to three twin partials
occurs. In fcc, the energy barriers for the two partials are
shown with blue points as the generalized stacking fault
energy (GSFE) curve. GSFE provides a comprehensive
description of this energy barrier, and describes its possible
slip direction. During twin formation, only leading twin-
ning partials nucleate at consecutive planes and generate
ledges. This grows the twin perpendicular to the direction
of the partial dislocation glide. The mechanism is illus-
trated in the schematic in Table 1 as case 1.

Barriers for twin formation are usually quantified with
the generalized planar fault energy (GPFE, shown with a
red line), which quantifies the energy landscape for twin
nucleation on consecutive planes. The point “u” denotes
the unstable stacking fault energy. Since a stacking fault
is the first step of twin formation in fcc metals, the GSFE
and GPFE share a common energy path up to layer 1
(point “s” in case 1). Detailed descriptions of the GSFE
and the GPFE can be found elsewhere [12].

However, the twin formation mechanism in ordered
metals with lattices of lower symmetry is distinct from that
found in fcc and bcc metals since shearing will not create a
mirror structure along the boundary. Also, deformation
twins can occur in planes and directions (e.g.
ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1�) that differ from slip. In this case (case 2),
the structures are considered to be built up of atoms
grouped around the Bravais lattice points and these groups
of atoms shear as rigid bodies. Additional shuffles must
occur to obtain a mirror reflection [13]. Shuffles are local
rearrangements of atoms that permit reflective symmetry.
In this case, the slip and twin evolution are again described
with GSFE and GPFE curves (with shuffle). As shown with
the blue dotted line, slip in these systems will induce a high-
energy barrier. The barrier is significantly lowered once
atoms are locally exchanged by additional shuffle (red line).
Shear and shuffle are not sequential, and in this paper we
point out to their exact coupling.

Returning to the B2 NiTi literature, deformation twin
planes are known to be (112) and (114), and pseudotwin-
ning has also been suggested [5–7,9,11]. Pseudotwinning,
originally proposed by Cahn [14], results in an orthorhom-
bic structure, hence the use of the prefix “pseudo”. Krish-
nan and Maji [15] pointed out that, upon close scrutiny
of the diffraction patterns of a reported pseudotwin, in
B2 NiTi the TEM results correspond to the (11 4) type
twin. More recently Nishida et al. [11] identified (114)
and (11 2) twin planes as the most important ones, and at
the same time showed the formation of other twin types
as well; a strong resemblance to a “self-accommodating”

morphology was noted. Recently, energy barrier and
atomic arrangement calculations have been reported for
the (112) type of twin [16]. However, the exact mechanism
for (114) twin formation and its energy barrier have yet to
be established; this is the focus of this paper. The (114)
twinning is a significant twinning mechanism in B2 NiTi
that, as we will show, can occur at lower stresses as com-
pared to the (11 2) case. Because of its complexity, we first
provide a detailed background of (114) twinning.

1.3. Combined shear and shuffle in (114) twin formation

Twins in (114) planes are classified as R9 boundaries
based on coincident site lattice (CSL) notation. The CSL
value is calculated by taking the ratio of the total number
of atoms at the interface to those atoms that are in coinci-
dental sites from each lattice. However, the atomic move-
ment in the (114) twin formation is complicated because
of the local arrangements of the atoms. Goo et al. [7] con-
sidered both shear and shuffle for (114) twin formation.
According to his hypothesis, the (114) twinning mode
involves shearing of atoms with a magnitude of s ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

in the ½2 2 �1� direction, followed by half the atoms of the



Table 1
Classification of twin formation mechanisms in cubic or ordered intermetallics. The displacement in the energy barrier curves is usually expressed as a
function of the lattice constant.

Material Twin system Energy barrier Schematic of twin
formation

Case 1 Twinning partials form (No Shuffle)

FCC FCC, ð1 1 1Þ½1 1 �2�
(Au, Ag, Cu, Ni etc.) [12] a

2 ½1 0 �1� ! a
6 ½1 1 �2� þ a

6 ½2 �1 �1�

BCC BCC, ð1 1 �2Þ½1 1 1�
(Fe, Mo, Ta, Va etc.) [13–

15]

a
2 ½1 1 1� ! a

6 ½1 1 1� þ a
6 ½1 1 1� þ a

6 ½1 1 1�

B190 B190, (001)[100]
NiTi [16] a½1 0 0� ! a

2 ½1 0 0� þ a
2 ½1 0 0�

Case 2 Twinning partials do not form

NiTi B190 [16] (100)[001]h011i Type
II(20�1)[�10�2]

NiTi ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� (this study)
B2 (100)[001]
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(110) plane shuffling a=2 in the [001] direction (all shuf-
fling atoms displace in the same direction). Moberly [4]
proposed an alternative mechanism in which atoms shear
in the opposite ½�2 �2 1� direction, followed by a shuffling in
the [111] and ½�1 �1 �1� directions. However, Moberly’s pro-
posed mechanism requires a shear of

ffiffiffi
2
p

, a high shear mag-
nitude, which has been suggested for other systems [17,18].
In addition, both Goo et al.’s and Moberly’s type of model
requires net displacement of atoms away from the inter-
face, giving effectively rows of vacancies on the twin side
of the interface—and hence requiring an increase in the
volume. This is not apparent from TEM observations
and violates the view of twinning as a non-dilatational
deformation mechanism. Further discussions on this will
be provided later.
For ordered alloys, Christian and Laughlin [19] pro-
posed a shuffling mechanism where atoms rearrange locally
after every four layers of shear, and hence lower the global
energy of the system. This mechanism is also discussed in
the review by Mahajan and Christian [20]. In the (114)
twinning case, four layers of atoms are sheared simulta-
neously since the interplanar distance in the (114) plane
is rather low (0.226a). We analyze shearing of four layers
of atoms simultaneously with a coupled shuffle of atoms
of (110) planes in the [001] direction oblique to the shear
direction. In this paper, we elaborate how this coupled
shear and shuffle mechanism for the (114) twin formation
can occur and determine the twinning barrier magnitude.

A schematic of this twin growth from four layers to
eight layers is shown in Fig. 1. From an existing four-layer



Fig. 1. Schematic of the (114) twin growth mechanism for an existing four-layer twin (a). (b) A shearing magnitude of 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p

moves half the atoms in the
preferred location; however, a mirror reflection is not generated along the twin boundary. (c) Shuffles in the desired direction create mirror symmetry along
the twin boundary. (d) Boundary shift at the upper and lower interfaces decreases the barrier further.

Table 2
Shear and shuffle parameters for twin growth in the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system. Shear e and shuffle g magnitudes are normalized by the maximum shear
displacement 2a=9½2 2 �1� and the shuffle displacement a/2, respectively.

Twin shear system Shear magnitude Shuffle plane Shuffle magnitude Transition state Boundary shift

ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p

(110) a=2h0 0 1i Normalized shear, e ¼ 0:82a a=18½2 2 �1�and
Normalized shuffle, g ¼ 0:22b a=18½�2 �2 1�

a Normalized with respect to the shear displacement 2a=9½2 2 �1�.
b Normalization with respect to a/2.
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twin (shown in Fig. 1a), a shear magnitude of 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p

moves
half the atoms to their preferred position for the twin.
However, this shear generates a pseudo-structure as shown
in Fig. 1b with the shaded blue region. A pseudo-twin is
energetically unstable and undergoes local rearrangement
of atoms via a shuffle mechanism. Shuffling of atoms with
shear completes the growth mechanism and extends the
twin to an eight-layer structure (shown in Fig. 1c). The
twin structure, however, is not stable at the interface and
the interaction of atomic rows parallel to the (114) plane
lead to an additional horizontal shift of the upper and
the lower boundary (shown in Fig. 1d). This configuration
is called the “sharp boundary”. Here, we note that a twin
with a sharp boundary retains mirror symmetry along the
compositional plane; only the atoms at the boundary shift
to lower the interfacial energy configuration. For the
ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� twinning system, this shift is found to be
a=18½2 2 �1� and a=18½�2 �2 1� for the upper and lower bound-
aries, respectively. The shear and shuffle parameters for the
ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system are noted in Table 2. Precise calcula-
tions are needed to illustrate the exact coupling of shear
and shuffle during twin growth. In the present paper, we
determine this coupling.

The shuffle direction coupled with a 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p

magnitude
shear is a point of discussion since three alternatives are
possible [19,20]. According to the first alternative, pro-
posed by Goo et al. [7], Ni and Ti atoms shuffle unidirec-
tionally in [001] to reach the final stable configuration
(shown in Fig. 2a). However, unidirectional shuffle does
not satisfy local equilibrium and induces a moment field
during the shuffle. Also, as noted earlier, the mechanism
requires a void and interstitial at the interfaces that cause



Fig. 2. Schematic of alternative shuffle modes in {114} twinning of B2 NiTi. (a) Unidirectional shuffle of Ni and Ti in the [001] direction during twin
growth in one direction. (b) Long-range bidirectional shuffle between the Ni and Ti atoms maintaining the equilibrium moment between the atoms. (c)
Short range bi-directional local shuffle of atoms maintaining the equilibrium. (After Christian and Laughlin [19,20].)
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an increase in volume. We calculated the energy barrier for
Goo’s case as 1210 mJ m�2, a very high value, which pre-
cludes its occurrence. Christian and Laughlin [19] proposed
two mechanisms with bidirectional shuffle that avoid the
generation of this moment field. The first bidirectional
shuffle is long range (Fig. 2b), which, nevertheless, requires
inclusion of a void and interstitials at the twin interface
similar to Goo et al.’s case and increases the twin volume.
The second bidirectional shuffle is short range and requires
a local interchange between the Ni and Ti atoms followed
by shear (Fig. 2c). Since this mechanism does not require
any increase in twin volume, we investigate the energetics
of this shuffling mechanism coupled with shear.
Fig. 3. (a) Atomic projection of a four-layer twin in NiTi B2 from the ½1 �1 0� d
(c) Internal arrangement between Ni and Ti atoms in the [001] and ½0 0 �1� direc
The atomic arrangement of the proposed growth mech-
anism is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, we note that only a par-
tial simulation box is shown depicting the twinned
structure. As noted above, a shear of magnitude 1=

ffiffiffi
2
p

moves half of the atoms to a preferred position and gener-
ates a pseudo-structure. This pseudo-structure has in-plane
Ti–Ti or Ni–Ni bonding instead of out-of-plane Ni–Ti
bonding in the [00 1] direction. This is shown with the
black curly parenthesis and the red dotted line in Fig. 3b.
Similar atoms in close proximity require high bonding
energy, which induces the shuffle between Ni and Ti atoms.
A shuffle reduces the global energy of the system and gen-
erates a B2 structure within the twin. In addition, a mirror
irection. (b) A shear e of magnitude 1=
ffiffiffi
2
p

creates a pseudo-twin structure.
tions in successive rows of the shuffle plane extend the twin to eight layers.



Fig. 4. Structural relaxation of an eight reflective layer twin generates a
stable sharp boundary. With the sharp boundary, Ni and Ti atoms at the
upper and lower boundaries have an additional shuffle of magnitude
a=18½2 2 �1� and a=18½�2 �2 1�, respectively.
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reflection is generated along the (114) plane, hence extend-
ing the twin to eight layers.

As noted earlier, in the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system, a complete
sequence of shear and shuffle generates a twin of four lay-
ers. An energetic measurement during this coupled shear
shuffle sequence will provide the necessary insight into
the atomistic processes controlling the twinning and will
serve as the foundation for a better understanding of the
process, which is the objective of this paper.

2. Methods

First-principles calculations were utilized to establish the
GSFE, potential-energy surface (PES), the minimum
energy path (MEP) and the transition state (TS) associated
with twin growth; these parameters are defined later in the
paper. The energy cost of a possible dislocation motion in
the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system was investigated in terms of the
GSFE. For the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system, the fault energy was
measured by shearing one elastic half space of a ð1 1 4Þ
plane relative to another in the ½2 2 �1� shear direction. Dur-
ing calculation of the GSFE, a complete landscape of fault
energy was investigated, which requires a displacement of
an interplanar distance in the respective shear direction.
Therefore, the total displacement magnitude in the ½2 2 �1�
directions was calculated to be aj½2 2 �1�j ¼ 3a. The GSFE
for the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system is plotted against the displace-
ment in each layer, ux, which is normalized by its required
displacement, aj½2 2 �1�j.

The structural energy cost, DEðg; eÞ, for twin growth
with coupled shear and shuffle, during the ð1 1 4Þ twin
growth process can be represented by a planar energy sur-
face. Here, E, e, g represents the potential energy field, nor-
malized by both shear and shuffle. The shear parameter, e,
is normalized by the shear displacement 2a=9½2 2 �1� and the
shuffle, g, by the average nearest-neighbor distance, a/2.
We note that DEðg; eÞ refers to the energy differential
between the fourth layer and the eighth layer twin struc-
ture. We calculated the energetics of twin growth from four
to eight layers, and the results ruled out the possibility of
mechanical coupling of the twin boundary. A mechanical
coupling arises from the interaction energy of upper and
lower twin boundaries, necessitating consideration of
fourth and higher layers to characterize twin growth behav-
ior [21].

In most bcc structures, a perfect reflective twin bound-
ary is not energetically stable and upon relaxation a sharp
boundary is observed as a translational state [22–24]. Sharp
boundaries at the upper and lower interfaces lower the
energy configuration, which results in a local displacement
of atoms of magnitude a=18½2 2 �1� and a=18½�2 �2 1�, respec-
tively (shown in Fig. 4). For clarity of the elaboration of
the shear and shuffle mechanism, in Fig. 3, we show the
reflective boundaries prior to relaxation. We used spin-
polarized, ab initio calculation to properly determine the
undeformed and deformed energy states of NiTi austenite
during the {11 4} twin growth. The ab initio calculations
were conducted using the density functional theory
(DFT)-based Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP)
[25], and the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
[26] is implemented on a projection-augmented wave
(PAW). Monkhorst–Pack 9 � 9 � 9 k-point meshes were
used for Brillouin zone integration. The structural param-
eter of NiTi in B2 phase was calculated first and found
to be 3.008 _A with a stable energy of �6.95 eV. The proce-
dure of shearing has been described previously [27].

To obtain the PES within reasonable computational
time, we divided the shear- and shuffle-based computa-
tional domain primarily into 8 � 8 nodes. Additional nodes
are added near the energetically significant positions such
as the local minima and the saddle point. A symmetry-
adapted “free energy” polynomial was fitted to our
DEðg; eÞ data. For this fault energy functional
F ðg; eÞ ¼ ðDEðg; eÞÞ, we chose a fourth-order cosine–sine
polynomial [28], which can appropriately represent the
shear shuffle coupling, i.e.

F ðg; eÞ ¼
Xmþn64

m;n¼0

amn½X ðgÞ�m½X ðeÞ�n½1� dm0dn0�

þ
Xmþn64

m;n¼0

bmn½X ðgÞ�m½Y ðeÞ�n ð1Þ

where ½X ðxÞ� ¼ ½1� CosðpxÞ�, ½Y ðxÞ� ¼ ½SinðpxÞ� and d
represents Kronecker’s delta (dij is 1(0) if i is (not) equal
to j). An additional constraint of jdF =dxjx¼0;1 ¼ 0 was
imposed to ensure local minima at (0,0) and (1,1) positions
in the PES.

The transition path between local minima at the fourth
layer and eighth layers was obtained from the PES with
MEPs. In addition to the lowest energy path, the MEP
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allowed us to identify the saddle point energy (TS), which
acts as the peak barrier during the twin growth process.
In this study, the MEP was calculated based on the well-
established modified string method [29].

3. GPFE and GSFE in the (114) plane

The predicted energy barrier contour during the fourth
to eighth layer twin formation at zero hydrostatic stress
is plotted in Fig. 5a. An increase in fault energy, without
any metastable position, occurs upon pure shear path
(e ¼ 0! 1), and results in an unstable pseudo-structure
with an energy maxima of 227 mJ m�2. However, as we
noted earlier, an additional a=2 shuffle of Ni and Ti in
[001] and ½0 0 �1� in the (11 0) plane produces a reflective
twin. In PES, the stable eighth layer mirror twin is mani-
fested with a local minima at F ð1; 1Þ, with an energy such
that DEðg; eÞ ¼ 0. We note that a mirror twinning symme-
try cannot be obtained with a pure shuffle path
(g ¼ 0! 1). The PES plot also exhibits an extended barrier
at F ð0:5; 0:5Þ. At this position, the nearest-neighbor dis-
Fig. 5. (a) PES contour, MEP and TS for austenitic NiTi during twin growth
F ð0:5; 0:5Þ has been truncated. (b) Fault energy variation is shown along the M
that the scales in (b) and (c) are different.
tance of Ni and Ti atoms becomes very small (0.1667a).
The distance between atoms is an important parameter in
terms of establishing the difficulty of atomic shuffling.

Three energetically significant points, local minima at
the four- and eight-layer twin and the TS, are marked with
dots in Fig. 5a. The position of TS at F ð0:82; 0:22Þ provides
two significant conclusions: (i) the shear/shuffle mechanism
is not sequential; (ii) shuffling is not a relaxation process
and occurs under the application of load. In addition, the
MEP provides the exact combination of the shear and shuf-
fle magnitudes during the twin growth process. From
Fig. 5a, it is clear that the path is predominantly shear at
the beginning of growth (up to e ¼ 0:25). The shuffle mech-
anism starts at a shear of e ¼ 0:25 and nearly 1/10th of
atomic shuffling (g ¼ 0:10) has occurred, corresponding
to e ¼ 0:25. A constant shear operates again up to
e ¼ 0:70 and a strongly coupled shear and shuffle is effec-
tive after that until the completion of shear. The transition
state is observed at this stage and the maximum peak value
of 148 mJ m�2 corresponds to the fault energy at TS. This
magnitude is very low even compared with fcc metals that
in the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system. For visualization purposes, the peak point at
EP. (c) GSFE curve corresponding to slip in the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system. Note
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undergo deformation twinning [30]. Nearly 60% of the
shuffle (0:9012 _A out of 1:502 _A) is found to be after the com-
plete shear and generates a B2 structure within the twin.
Without the shuffle, the barrier would be much higher
and will not create a perfect mirror. Also, as we noted ear-
lier, an additional sharp boundary is added with the relax-
ation of atoms at the interface. This additional relaxation
lowers the energy barrier at TS as compared to a com-
pletely reflective boundary at the interface. We calculated
the barrier with a reflective boundary at the interface and
found it to be 610 mJ m�2. In comparison with 148 mJ m�2

this is a significantly large value. A summary of energy bar-
riers is given in Table 3.

The fault energy during twin growth is plotted along the
normalized reaction coordinate of the MEP in Fig. 5b. The
fault energy curve exhibits a near-sinusoidal pattern during
twin growth from four to eight layers. An asymmetry
between the two sides of TS at the middle in this curve
points to the complexity of coupled shear shuffle behavior.
For additional twin growth (eight layers and upwards), this
sinusoidal pattern is repeated with a similar coupled shear
and shuffle mechanism. However, during twin nucleation
(from perfect B2 to four layers of twin), the MEP might
be different due to the additional elastic energy field gener-
ated from the mechanical coupling of upper and lower twin
boundaries. In pure metals and alloys, the effect of mechan-
ical coupling becomes insignificant once the twins grow
more than four layers thick and the sinusoidal fault energy
pattern is repeated periodically [21,30–32]. The peak energy
at TS is termed the twin migration energy (cTM ) since this
energy is calculated relative to the stable energies of fourth
or eighth layer twins.

The critical shear stress (ideal case) for twin migration
can be calculated [33] as sTMideal ¼ pfcTM=�btwing, where
cTM ¼ cTS � c4=8layer. More sophisticated versions have been
proposed incorporating the elastic energies associated with
the twin nucleus [30]; this relationship, however, provides a
reasonable approximation for the ideal twin migration
stress. The results utilizing these formulas are provided in
Table 3
Summary of energy barriers (TS) during twin and slip.

ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1�
Coupled shear/unidirectional
shuffle (mJ m�2)

Coupled shear/bidirectional shuffle with perf
reflective boundary (mJ m�2)

1210 610

Table 4
Deformation twinning elements in B2 NiTi (the shear strain is 0.707 in both c

Twinning
system

Twin migration energy (cTM ),
mJ m�2

Atomic displacement
(�b), _A

The
(sm

ð1 1 4Þ ½2 2 �1� 148 2.002 2.32
ð�2 1 1Þ ½1 1 1� 79a 0.867 2.86

a Ref. [21].
Table 4 for the two observed twinning modes in NiTi. In
the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� and ð�2 1 1Þ½1 1 1� systems, the shear mod-
uli are similar, and are of the order of 40 GPa using elastic
constants from theory [34] and 34 GPa based on experi-
mental findings [35]. We note that the twin growth stress
in the (11 4) plane is lower than in the ð�2 1 1Þ even though
the ð�2 1 1Þ system has a lower energy barrier.

The proposed (114) twin growth mechanism differs
from Goo’s proposal of a layer-by-layer shear with a
sequential shuffle. A single-layer glide generates a pseudo-
structure with an extremely high energy barrier. As noted
earlier, the energy barrier for Goo et al.’s unidirectional
layer-by-layer case is 1210 mJ m�2 as compared to the pres-
ent study of 148 mJ m�2, which inhibits this as a possible
mechanism.

The slip barrier in a system is characterized by the
GSFE curve and points out the maximum energy the atoms
have to overcome during their glide in a certain plane and
direction. In addition, the GSFE provides vital information
about the magnitude of the Burgers vector of a possible
dislocation in that particular system with a metastable
position. The GSFE of the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system was calcu-
lated by shearing one elastic halfspace of the ð1 1 4Þ plane
relative to the other in ½2 2 �1� and is plotted in Fig. 5c. The
GSFE for this system exhibits two significant features
regarding possible dislocation glide: (i) the unstable fault
energy is 2681 mJ m�2; (ii) there is no metastable position
anywhere in the system. As noted above, a metastable posi-
tion indicates the possibility of dislocation splitting into
twinning partials. Specifically, in order for twins to form
with partials in a step-by-step process as shown in case 1
in Table 1, partials of magnitude �b ¼ a=18½2 2 �1� need to
glide on the ð1 1 4Þ plane. Nevertheless, no energy well is
observed once the elastic half space is sheared by a magni-
tude of �b ¼ a=18½2 2 �1�. Slip nucleation can be estimated
from the slope of the GSFE curve as follows, ðsSLIP Þideal ¼
dc=duxmax and the value was found to be 6.29 GPa.
This stress is excessively high for glide. The absence of
dislocation partial signifies that any twin formation or
ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1�
ect Coupled shear/bidirectional shuffle with

sharp boundary (mJ m�2)
Slip No reflection
(mJ m�2)

148 2520

ases). The critical stress for twin migration is given.

oretical twin migration stress
¼ pcTM=�bÞ GPa

Theoretical slip
stressðsSLIP Þideal ¼

dc
dux

���
max

GPa

6.29
–
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growth in the ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� system will be in conjunction
with a shear and shuffle, noted earlier as case 2.

4. Final remarks

The results point to the significance of shuffle in con-
junction with shear leading to the formation of (114) twin-
ning in NiTi. As discussed earlier, the (114) twinning
vector is initially dominated by shear. However, without
a shuffle, the “shear-only” mechanism generates a
“pseudo-structure” with a high energy magnitude. Shuf-
fling of atoms produces reflective twins, leading to a much
lower energy position (see Table 3 for comparisons). Even
though the coupling of shear and shuffle is complex, ener-
getically the atoms have to overcome a nearly sinusoidal
barrier (shown by the MEP in Fig. 5b), similar but not
identical in shape to the fcc or bcc twin growth pattern
[21,30]. The results are in agreement with the model formu-
lated by Christian and Laughlin [19] and reviewed by
Christian and Mahajan [20]. Our slip barrier calculation
with GSFE also reveals that no twinning partial is possible
for ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� twinning.

We also note that our simulation results indicate a sharp
boundary structure for a stable four- or eight-layer
ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� pattern with additional displacement at the
interface. This important modification is not widely known
but necessary to converge to the correct results. While
translational boundary states are common for the

P
3

(112) twin boundary in bcc metals [22–24], we show that
similar states are also present in case of the

P
9 (114)

boundary in NiTi. Relaxation of the atoms near the
P

9
(114) boundary in B2 NiTi allows “local” shifting at the
interface. The shifting of the atoms at the boundary con-
tributes significantly to the energy barrier of the twin
growth process and, hence, needs to be accounted for.

In addition, we emphasize that the calculations under-
taken consider zero hydrostatic pressure. In the presence
of an elastic field of the surrounding microstructure, non-
zero hydrostatic pressure effects can alter the results. This
can be readily checked for a different twinning case as evi-
denced for (11 2) twins in B2 NiTi [16].

Slip deformation can occur in the B2 phase to accom-
modate the transformation strains or during deformation
above the Md temperature such as in an ausforming pro-
cess. In the studies of Chumlyakov and co-workers [8,9],
and Tyumentsev et al. [36], the NiTi is deformed at higher
temperatures where both slip and twinning occurs. The slip
systems were identified as h01 0i{110} and h010i{100}
consistent with Moberly et al.’s results [6]. More recently
Simon et al. [37] and Norfleet et al. [3] have provided pre-
cise details of transformation-induced plasticity, confirm-
ing early findings [8]. The selection of slip or twinning as
a deformation mechanism depends on the stress state in
the crystal. Loading orientations near [00 1] in compression
have been observed to preclude slip deformation and result
in twinning.
Deformation by slip is assisted by dislocation glide and
is rather simple to comprehend. As discussed earlier, the
twinning mechanism in B2 is much more complicated than
pure shear deformation. A better understanding of the
plastic flow behavior of the B2 structure is essential. Our
calculations show that for the case of B2 twinning, the
twinning stresses are of the order of 2–3 GPa. Our previous
experiments in compression show stresses exceeding 2 GPa
[38] in general agreement with theory.

Several other techniques, such as molecular dynamics or
molecular statics with a twinning defect can be utilized to
calculate the energy barriers during twin migration. How-
ever, these methods rely on semi-empirical interatomic
potentials, and reliable potentials for B2 NiTi are only at
an early stage of development. Hence, a DFT-based first-
principles electronic structure calculation was utilized to
calculate the planar fault energy barriers. Admittedly, the
GPFE method of interfaces needs to be augmented with
dislocation theory for evaluation of the entire energy,
which would lead to determination of the stress required
for twin migration in the presence of defects. Such a calcu-
lation, via energy minimization, has been demonstrated for
simple metals in our early work [30] but such a complete
calculation is not possible for NiTi yet in view of the com-
plexity of the twin formation. However, this type of
approach does not affect the overall outcome, i.e. the mech-
anism suggested.

The paper highlights the profound contribution of shuf-
fle on the energy surfaces, the growth of four layers consti-
tuting a twin, and the complexities associated with sharp
boundary effects at twin–matrix interfaces. At this time,
the complete energy description is not amenable to formu-
lations utilizing the Peierls barrier approach in conjunction
with GSFE as emphasized in our early work [39]. Such a
“perfect” approach is not possible at this time because
the description of shuffles, as distinct from shears, in the
framework of an energy description has not been satisfac-
torily resolved. The approach we have undertaken utilizing
DFT has the usual approximations inherent with this
methodology regarding the finite box size (which has been
optimized to assure convergence), the lack of thermal acti-
vation, and study of static configurations as noted
previously.

In summary, we have made advances towards a quanti-
tative understanding of the deformation twinning in NiTi
austenite. The (114) twin growth mechanism in B2 NiTi
has been addressed utilizing first-principles calculations.
The energy landscape reveals a clear coupling of shear
and shuffle mechanism with barriers of the order of
150 mJ m�2. The results explain why ð1 1 4Þ½2 2 �1� twin sys-
tems have been observed experimentally. The closest com-
petitor to (114) twinning is (11 2) twinning, and we show
why it is not surprising to see both in view of their similar
twin stress magnitudes. Overall, we provide an improved
understanding of shape memory alloys by categorization
of their twinning behavior (particularly for two cases,
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where the first is aided by partial dislocations and the sec-
ond does not involve partial dislocations).
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